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The English people has insisted on its preference for a married clergy,
and Dr. Ingrain's successor may have * arrows in the hand of a giant *.—
Times.
The inverted commas seem to implore the reader's acceptance
of this very battered ornament. One could forgive it more
easily, if there were the slightest occasion for its appearance
here.
The only change ever known in his outward man was .. .—DlCKENS.
Rob the Grinder, thus transformed as to his outer man , . .—DlCKENS.
One hundred parishioners and friends partaking of tea.—Guernsey
Advertiser.
But that's another story.—kipling.
But that is * another story'.— Times.
It was all that Anne could do to keep from braining him with the poker
for daring to call her * Little One',—and Anne's arm is no joke when she
hits to hurt. Once John Barnaby—but the tale of John Barnaby can
wait.—crockett.
Nevertheless, some folk like it so, and even now the Captain, when his
pipe draws well and his grog is to his liking, says—But there is no use in
bringing the Captain into the story.—crockett.
The notion that Mr. Kipling, left to himself, is not competent
to bring out all the latent possibilities of this phrase is a
mistaken one, and argues an imperfect acquaintance with his
works.
Many heads in England, I find, are shaken doubtfully over the politics,
or what are thought to be the politics, of Australia. They—the politics,
not the heads—are tangled, they are unsatisfactory in a high degree.—
\V. H. FlTCHETT.
elegant variation
We include under this head all substitutions of one word
for another for the sake of variety, and some miscellaneous
examples will be found at the end of the section. But we
are chiefly concerned with what may be called pronominal
variation, in which the word, avoided is either a noun or its
obvious pronoun substitute. The use of pronouns is itself
a form of variation, designed to avoid ungainly repetition;
and we are only going one step further when, instead of either
the original noun or the pronoun, we use some new equivalent

